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How localized electrons interact with delocalized electrons is a
central question to many problems in sold-state physics1–3. The
simplest manifestation of this situation is the Kondo effect, which
occurs when an impurity atom with an unpaired electron is placed
in a metal2. At low temperatures a spin singlet state is formed
between the unpaired localized electron and delocalized electrons
at the Fermi energy. Theories predict4–7 that a Kondo singlet
should form in a single-electron transistor (SET), which contains
a confined ‘droplet’ of electrons coupled by quantum-mechanical
tunnelling to the delocalized electrons in the transistor’s leads. If
this is so, a SET could provide a means of investigating aspects of
the Kondo effect under controlled circumstances that are not
accessible in conventional systems: the number of electrons can be
changed from odd to even, the difference in energy between the
localized state and the Fermi level can be tuned, the coupling to
the leads can be adjusted, voltage differences can be applied to
reveal non-equilibrium Kondo phenomena7, and a single localized
state can be studied rather than a statistical distribution. But for
SETs fabricated previously, the binding energy of the spin singlet
has been too small to observe Kondo phenomena. Ralph and
Buhrman8 have observed the Kondo singlet at a single accidental
impurity in a metal point contact, but with only two electrodes
and without control over the structure they were not able to
observe all of the features predicted. Here we report measure-
ments on SETs smaller than those made previously, which exhibit
all of the predicted aspects of the Kondo effect in such a system.

When the channel of a transistor is made very small and is
isolated from its leads by tunnel barriers it behaves in an unusual
way. A transistor can be thought of as an electronic switch that is on
when it conducts current and off when it does not. Whereas a
conventional field-effect transistor, such as one in a computer
memory, turns on only once when electrons are added to it, the
SET turns on and off again every time a single electron is added to
it9,10. This increased functionality may eventually make SETs tech-
nologically important.

The unusual behaviour of SETs is a manifestation of the quanti-
zation of charge and energy caused by the confinement of the
droplet of electrons in the small channel. As similar quantization
occurs when electrons are confined in an atom, the small droplet of
electrons is often called an artificial atom11,12.

We have fabricated SETs using multiple metallic gates (electrodes)
deposited on a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure (Fig. 1a) containing a
two-dimensional electron gas, or 2DEG. First, the electrons are
trapped in a plane by differences in the electronic properties of the
heterostructure’s layers. Second, they are excluded from regions of
the plane beneath the gates when negative voltages are applied to

Figure 1 a, Scanning electron microscope image showing top view of sample.

Three gate electrodes, the one on the right and the upper and lower ones on the

left, control the tunnel barriers between reservoirs of two-dimensional electron

gas (at top and bottom) and the droplet of electrons. The middle electrode on the

left is used as a gate to change the energy of the droplet relative to the two-

dimensional electron gas. Source and drain contacts at the top and bottom are

not shown. Although the lithographic dimensions of the confined region are

150 nm square, we estimate lateral depletion reduces the electron droplet to

dimensions of 100nm square. The gate pattern shown was deposited on top of a

shallow heterostructure with the following layer sequence grown on top of a thick

undoped GaAs buffer: 5 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As, 5 3 10
12

cm
2 1

Si d-doping, 5 nm

Al0.3Ga0.7As, d-doping, 5 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As, 5 nm GaAs cap (H.S., D.G.-G. and U.M.,

manuscript in preparation). Immediately before depositing the metal, we etched

off the GaAs cap in the areas where the gates would be deposited, to reduce

leakage between the gates and the electron gas. b, Schematic energy diagram of

the artificial atom and its leads. The situation shown corresponds to Vds , kT=e,

for which theFermi energies in sourceanddrainarenearlyequal, and to avalueof

Vg near a conductance minimum between a pair of peaks corresponding to the

same spatial state. For this case there is an energy cost ,U to add or remove an

electron. To place an extra electron in the lowest excited state costs ,U þ De.
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Spectral function of solids

temperature, momentum, and energy, with high-
precision measurements of the polar Kerr effect
(PKE) and time-resolved reflectivity (TRR). Bi2201
was chosen to avoid the complications resulting
from bilayer splitting and strong antinodal bosonic
mode coupling inherent to Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d

(Bi2212) (1).WhereasARPES is a surface probe,
PKE enables us to monitor a bulk, thermody-
namic (via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem)
property that has proven (28) to be a sensitive
probe of the onset of a broken-symmetry state,
and TRR gives complementary information on
the bulk, near-equilibrium dynamics of the system.

We will first analyze our ARPES data col-
lected in different temperature regions. Above
T*, Pb-Bi2201 has a simple one-band band struc-
ture (right side of Fig. 1). For each cut in mo-
mentum space perpendicular to G-M [(0,0)-(p,0)]
(C1 to C7 in Fig. 1), the only distinct feature in
the corresponding Fermi-function–divided (27)
energy distribution curves (EDCs) is a maximum
(red circles in Fig. 2, A to G). As a function of the
y component of the wave vector (ky), the maxima
have an approximately parabolic dispersion for

Fig. 1. Fermi surface maps mea-
sured below Tc at 10 K (left) and
above T* at 172 K (right) in the
same momentum-space region
(flipped for display). Dashed white
lines labeled C1 to C7 depict the
cuts along which the EDCs shown in
Fig. 2, A toN,weremeasured.Magenta
squares labeled P1 to P16 along M-G
indicate momenta where EDCs in Fig.
2, V and W, were measured. Red and
blue squares on the left indicate mo-
menta of the Fermi-level crossing kF
(kF1 and kF2 in Fig. 2, A to G) at 172
K and back-bending kG (black arrows
in Fig. 2, O to S) at 10 K of the dis-
persion of the EDC maximum along
cuts C1 to C7. Red and blue circles
on the right indicate momenta of
identifiable peaks in the momentum
distribution curves (measured along
cuts parallel to cut C7) at EF at 172 K and 10 K, respectively. The solid red curves are a guide to the eye for the
red squares and circles, whereas the dashed blue curve is the guide for the blue squares; together they show
an increased kG−kF misalignment going away from the nodal toward the antinodal region. The magenta-
shaded region is approximately where multiple EDC features are found at 10 K.
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Fig. 2. (A to G) and (H toN) Selected EDCs at 172 K and at 10 K, respectively,
for cuts C1 to C7, nearly perpendicular to G-M (Fig. 1). Each EDC corresponds to
a white point in the cuts in Fig. 1. EDCs inmagenta and orange are located close
to kF. (O toU) Dispersions of the EDC features in (A) to (N) for cuts C1 to C7. For
each dispersion curve, every other symbol corresponds to an EDC in (A) to (N).

Error bars are estimated based on the sharpness of features, to be T3 meV
minimum and T8 meV maximum [examples shown in (O)] based on different
EDC analyses (27). (V andW) EDCs at momenta P1 to P16 along M-G (Fig. 1) at
172 K and 10 K, respectively. Circles denote the EDC shoulder feature (solid
green) and the EDC maximum feature at 10 K (blue) and at 172 K (red).
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He et al., Science 331, 1579 (2011)

E - EF (eV) E - EF (eV)

172 K (NS) 10 K (SC)

each cut (red circles in Fig. 2, O to U); the band
bottom lies on the G-M axis, and the dispersion
crosses the Fermi level (EF) at two momenta, kF
(kF1 and kF2). The binding energy of the band

bottom monotonically decreases from near G to
M (Fig. 2, O to U). We take the Fermi-level
crossings of this single band to define the Fermi
surface. Despite the simplicity of the electronic

structure above T*, the width and energy-
dependent broadening of the EDC maximum
features, along with the familiar strange metal
behavior seen in transport, imply that the system
is not well described as a Fermi liquid.

We now turn to the temperature region below
Tc. Here, the entire Fermi surface is gapped ex-
cept at the nodal points (kF lying on the zone
diagonal). In the nodal region, consistent with
previous reports (4, 5, 11, 12), a d-wave–like gap
along the Fermi surface is observed that we quan-
tify as the energy position of the EDC maximum
(blue circles) at kF (Fig. 2, L to N). This max-
imum is still the only identifiable feature in the
EDC. By comparing the EDCs in Fig. 2, E to G,
with those in Fig. 2, L to N, we see that the peaks
of EDCs near kF are much sharper below Tc than
above T*; however (perhaps surprisingly), the
peaks well away from kF appear broader but with
larger experimental uncertainties (also see Fig. 2,
Vand W).

Away from the nodal region, the dispersion
along each cut rises to a minimum binding en-
ergy and then bends back (Fig. 2, H to K). These
back-bendings (black arrows in Fig. 2, O to S)
occur at momenta kG (kG1 and kG2), which are
increasingly separated from the Fermi surface
(compare blue and red squares on the left side of
Fig. 1) toward the antinodes (kF lying on the zone
boundary). Note that, for a superconducting gap,
as a consequence of the particle-hole symmetry,
one would expect kG ≅ kF (fig. S6), as is the case

Fig. 4. (A and B)
Selected EDCs at 40 K
and 22 K along cut C1
(Fig. 1). See Fig. 2, A
and H, for data at 172 K
and 10 K, and fig. S1, A
to E, for other interme-
diate temperatures. (C)
Antinodal EDCs at 10 K
after dividing by the 40
K counterparts, covering
themomentum range in-
dicated by the gray bar
in (H), in comparisonwith
those in (D) taken in a
similar range at 30 K on
an OP Bi2212 sample.
Nondispersive peaks are
seen in both cases de-
spite different sharpness
and energy positions. (E
to G) EDCs at different
fixedmomenta [specified
in (A) and (H)] and tem-
peratures around Tc. The
counterintuitive increase
of the antinodal gap, de-
fined by the energy posi-
tion of the EDCmaximum
in (F) and (G), with temperature rising above Tc, cannot be understood with a
single energy scale assumed. (Insets) Corresponding EDCs divided by the 60 K
counterpart, showing the peaks losing definition above Tc (fig. S2E). (H) Summary
for the dispersions of related EDC features across and below Tc. Vertical arrows

specify momenta M, kF2 at 172 K, and kG2 at 10 K. Apparent asymmetry of the
dispersions across M is due to a finite deviation of the cut from the high-symmetry
direction and a subtle balance of spectral weight between different features in the
EDC. All EDC features and error bars are similarly determined as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Temperature
dependence of Kerr ro-
tation (qK) measured by
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that of the binding en-
ergy position of the EDC
maximum at kF given by
ARPES [reproduced from
fig. S1F and (29)]. ARPES
results are normalized to
the80Kvalues (free from
the interference of fluc-
tuating superconductivity).
The dashed black curve
is a guide to the eye for
the PKE data, showing a
mean-field–like critical
behavior close to T* [see
additional discussion in
(27)]. (Left inset) Tem-
perature dependence of
the transient reflectivity
changemeasured by TRR
(right axis). The dashed
black curve (left axis) is reproduced from the main panel. Error bars (if not visible) are smaller than the
symbol size. (Right inset) Dispersion of the EDC maximum at various temperatures above Tc, summa-
rizing the results of Figs. 2A and 4A and fig. S1, A to E. All data were taken on samples from the same
growth and annealing batch, except those reproduced from (29) on differently annealed samples.
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temperature, momentum, and energy, with high-
precision measurements of the polar Kerr effect
(PKE) and time-resolved reflectivity (TRR). Bi2201
was chosen to avoid the complications resulting
from bilayer splitting and strong antinodal bosonic
mode coupling inherent to Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d

(Bi2212) (1).WhereasARPES is a surface probe,
PKE enables us to monitor a bulk, thermody-
namic (via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem)
property that has proven (28) to be a sensitive
probe of the onset of a broken-symmetry state,
and TRR gives complementary information on
the bulk, near-equilibrium dynamics of the system.

We will first analyze our ARPES data col-
lected in different temperature regions. Above
T*, Pb-Bi2201 has a simple one-band band struc-
ture (right side of Fig. 1). For each cut in mo-
mentum space perpendicular to G-M [(0,0)-(p,0)]
(C1 to C7 in Fig. 1), the only distinct feature in
the corresponding Fermi-function–divided (27)
energy distribution curves (EDCs) is a maximum
(red circles in Fig. 2, A to G). As a function of the
y component of the wave vector (ky), the maxima
have an approximately parabolic dispersion for

Fig. 1. Fermi surface maps mea-
sured below Tc at 10 K (left) and
above T* at 172 K (right) in the
same momentum-space region
(flipped for display). Dashed white
lines labeled C1 to C7 depict the
cuts along which the EDCs shown in
Fig. 2, A toN,weremeasured.Magenta
squares labeled P1 to P16 along M-G
indicate momenta where EDCs in Fig.
2, V and W, were measured. Red and
blue squares on the left indicate mo-
menta of the Fermi-level crossing kF
(kF1 and kF2 in Fig. 2, A to G) at 172
K and back-bending kG (black arrows
in Fig. 2, O to S) at 10 K of the dis-
persion of the EDC maximum along
cuts C1 to C7. Red and blue circles
on the right indicate momenta of
identifiable peaks in the momentum
distribution curves (measured along
cuts parallel to cut C7) at EF at 172 K and 10 K, respectively. The solid red curves are a guide to the eye for the
red squares and circles, whereas the dashed blue curve is the guide for the blue squares; together they show
an increased kG−kF misalignment going away from the nodal toward the antinodal region. The magenta-
shaded region is approximately where multiple EDC features are found at 10 K.
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Fig. 2. (A to G) and (H toN) Selected EDCs at 172 K and at 10 K, respectively,
for cuts C1 to C7, nearly perpendicular to G-M (Fig. 1). Each EDC corresponds to
a white point in the cuts in Fig. 1. EDCs inmagenta and orange are located close
to kF. (O toU) Dispersions of the EDC features in (A) to (N) for cuts C1 to C7. For
each dispersion curve, every other symbol corresponds to an EDC in (A) to (N).

Error bars are estimated based on the sharpness of features, to be T3 meV
minimum and T8 meV maximum [examples shown in (O)] based on different
EDC analyses (27). (V andW) EDCs at momenta P1 to P16 along M-G (Fig. 1) at
172 K and 10 K, respectively. Circles denote the EDC shoulder feature (solid
green) and the EDC maximum feature at 10 K (blue) and at 172 K (red).
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Figure 1 Symmetrized EDCs for underdoped samples along the Fermi surface. a, Tc = 90 K sample in the superconducting state at T = 40 K. b, Tc = 90 K sample in the
pseudogap phase at T = 140 K. The bottom EDC is at the node, whereas the top is at the antinode, as defined in e. c, Symmetrized EDCs for a very underdoped, Tc = 25 K,
sample (corresponding to kF points 4–15), measured at 55 K in the pseudogap state. For this sample, the spectral weight is much reduced relative to higher doping values.
We therefore removed the extrinsic background19. d, Variation of the gap around the Fermi surface extracted from a and b. The uncertainty in the gap is ±4 meV for the
pseudogap, and ±2 meV for the superconducting gap. e, Location of the momentum cuts (red lines), Fermi surface (blue curves), and special points (node and antinode) in
the zone.

the fits (as in Fig. 1d). Indeed, at 200 K, the onset of the gap at
the end of the Fermi arc is steeper than at 110 K, and the arc
is longer. Note that the gap size remains roughly constant in the
straight section of the Fermi surface near the antinode. In this
region, the Fermi surface is essentially parallel to the Brillouin-zone
axis (Fig. 1e).

We now discuss our most important finding. As shown in
Figs 1 and 2, the anisotropy of the pseudogap around the Fermi
surface is temperature and doping dependent. Despite this, we find
the rather remarkable result that the momentum dependence of
the gaps from samples with different temperatures and different
doping values can be scaled by defining a reduced temperature
t = T/T∗(x) and by normalizing the gap by its value at the
antinode. To demonstrate this scaling, we show six data sets in Fig. 3

with different temperatures and doping, but which are divided
into two groups, one with t = 0.9 and the other with t = 0.45.
For comparison, we show the angular anisotropy of the d-wave
superconducting gap (blue dashed line). It is well known10 that
the magnitude of the pseudogap at the antinode tracks T∗ as a
function of x. Surprisingly, the entire momentum and temperature
dependence of the normalized pseudogap ∆(φ)/∆(0) only
depends on T/T∗(x), whereas the Tc of the sample does not
play a role. We note that scaling with T∗ has been observed for
susceptibility and transport data11–13.

However, the gap size alone does not provide a full description
of the low-energy excitations in the pseudogap state, for which we
also need to consider the temperature dependence of the intensities.
The inset of Fig. 2c shows symmetrized EDCs for a Tc = 89 K

448 nature physics VOL 2 JULY 2006 www.nature.com/naturephysics
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Figure 1 Symmetrized EDCs for underdoped samples along the Fermi surface. a, Tc = 90 K sample in the superconducting state at T = 40 K. b, Tc = 90 K sample in the
pseudogap phase at T = 140 K. The bottom EDC is at the node, whereas the top is at the antinode, as defined in e. c, Symmetrized EDCs for a very underdoped, Tc = 25 K,
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pseudogap, and ±2 meV for the superconducting gap. e, Location of the momentum cuts (red lines), Fermi surface (blue curves), and special points (node and antinode) in
the zone.

the fits (as in Fig. 1d). Indeed, at 200 K, the onset of the gap at
the end of the Fermi arc is steeper than at 110 K, and the arc
is longer. Note that the gap size remains roughly constant in the
straight section of the Fermi surface near the antinode. In this
region, the Fermi surface is essentially parallel to the Brillouin-zone
axis (Fig. 1e).

We now discuss our most important finding. As shown in
Figs 1 and 2, the anisotropy of the pseudogap around the Fermi
surface is temperature and doping dependent. Despite this, we find
the rather remarkable result that the momentum dependence of
the gaps from samples with different temperatures and different
doping values can be scaled by defining a reduced temperature
t = T/T∗(x) and by normalizing the gap by its value at the
antinode. To demonstrate this scaling, we show six data sets in Fig. 3

with different temperatures and doping, but which are divided
into two groups, one with t = 0.9 and the other with t = 0.45.
For comparison, we show the angular anisotropy of the d-wave
superconducting gap (blue dashed line). It is well known10 that
the magnitude of the pseudogap at the antinode tracks T∗ as a
function of x. Surprisingly, the entire momentum and temperature
dependence of the normalized pseudogap ∆(φ)/∆(0) only
depends on T/T∗(x), whereas the Tc of the sample does not
play a role. We note that scaling with T∗ has been observed for
susceptibility and transport data11–13.

However, the gap size alone does not provide a full description
of the low-energy excitations in the pseudogap state, for which we
also need to consider the temperature dependence of the intensities.
The inset of Fig. 2c shows symmetrized EDCs for a Tc = 89 K

448 nature physics VOL 2 JULY 2006 www.nature.com/naturephysics
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insights into the microscopic nature of this
2DCO and its relationship to the single-particle
excitations in k-space. We performed ARPES
studies of Na-CCOC (x 0 0.05, 0.10, and
0.12), allowing us to combine information
from the complementary real- and k-space
electronic probes. Our results reveal a strong
momentum anisotropy, in which the 2DCO
is associated with strongly suppressed anti-
nodal electronic states that have a nesting
wave vector of kqk È 2p/4a0, whereas the
nodal states dominate the low-energy spec-
tral weight in k-space.

ARPES measurements were performed at
Beamline 5-4 of the Stanford Synchrotron

Radiation Laboratory with the use of single
crystals with typical dimensions of 1 ! 1 !
0.1 mm grown by a high-pressure flux method
(7). Na-CCOC is devoid of complications
such as superlattice modulations, bilayer
splitting, and orthorhombic distortions and is
highly 2D with a resistivity anisotropy rc/rab
of 104 (8). The x 0 0.10 and 0.12 samples had
Tc_s of 13 and 22 K, respectively (maximum
Tc 0 28 K), whereas the x 0 0.05 composi-
tion was nonsuperconducting. Typical ener-
gy and momentum resolutions were 14 meV
and 0.35- (corresponding to Dk È 0.02 p/a0),
and samples were measured at pressures lower
than 5 ! 10j11 torr.

In Fig. 1, A to C, we show the momen-
tum distribution of spectral weight within a
T10-meV window around the Fermi energy,
EF. The predominance of the nodal states can
be seen in the raw data, as the intensity is
maximum along the (0,0)-(p,p) nodal direction
and drops off rapidy toward (p,0), the anti-
node. To better quantify the Fermi surface
(FS), we have taken the maximal position in
each momentum distribution curve (MDC) at
EF, which intersected the FS and identified this
as a Fermi wave vector, kF. To minimize the
effects of photoelectron matrix elements or
sample-dependent variations, we confirmed
our results on additional samples by varying
photon energies (between 16.5 and 28 eV) or
acquiring data with polarizations parallel to the
Cu-O bond direction, or in the second Brillouin
zone. All results are summarized in Fig. 1, D
to F, and representative MDCs are overlaid
in Fig. 1E. Despite the much weaker intensity
of the antinodal MDC, its momentum structure
nevertheless allows one to define kF and es-
tablish a continuous contour reminiscent of the
predicted noninteracting FS (9). Although this
approach is robust in extracting the normal-
state FS for conventional metallic or even
gapped systems, the situation is less clear for
strongly correlated systems where the quasi-
particle (QP) residue, Z, can be much less
than 1. However, we will still refer colloquially
to these extracted contours as Fermi surfaces
throughout this work (10).

The manifestation of the 2DCO in the
ARPES spectra can be observed in Fig. 1, D to
F, where the weak antinodal segments appear
to be well nested and separated by approx-
imately kqk È 2p/4a0 (Fig. 2A). In Fig. 2, A
and B, we compare a schematic of the low-
energy intensity with the real space dI/dV map
(6). This correspondence is exhibited not only
in the wave vectors, but also in the unusual
energy (w) dependence of this pattern. The tun-
neling data exhibit a surprising bias indepen-
dence (6), and our antinodal MDCs (Fig. 2C)
also demonstrate a similar insensitivity to w
below 50 meV, in contrast to the dispersive
nodal MDCs (Fig. 2D). This unphysical ver-
tical dispersion of the antinodal excitations is
highly atypical and almost certainly does not
represent the behavior of the actual QP band,
as will be discussed later. The doping depen-
dence of the nodal and antinodal kF_s is
summarized in Fig. 2E. The relatively weak
doping and w dependence of the antinodal kF
is in stark contrast to the expected behavior of
a near-EF van Hove singularity, where both the
doping and w dependence of the MDCs should
be sizable. Moreover, the contrast between the
strong nodal states and weak antinodal seg-
ments is surprising given that the low-energy
STM spectra are almost entirely dominated by
the commensurate 2DCO (6).

This anisotropy can also be observed in the
energy distribution curves (EDCs) along the

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of
the low-lying spectral
intensity for x 0 0.10.
The hatched regions
show the nested por-
tions of FS, and the FS
angle is defined in the
lower right quadrant. (B)
An STM dI/dVmap from
(6) is shown from
Ca1.9Na0.1CuO2Cl2, ta-
ken at 24 meV and
100 mK, exhibiting the
4a0 ! 4a0 ordering.
MDCs along the anti-
nodal (C) and nodal (D)
directions are shown for
Ca1.88Na0.12CuO2Cl2, ta-
ken at 15 K with hu 0
25.5 eV. (E) The doping
dependence of the kF
wave vectors along the
(0,0)-(p,p) (blue trian-
gles) and (p,0)-(p,p)
(red circles) directions.
Error bars show the SD
from sample to sample.
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Fig. 1. (A to C) The
momentum distribu-
tion of spectral weight
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0.12 in one quadrant
of the first Brillouin
zone. Data were taken
at 15 K with hu 0 25.5
eV and a polarization
45- to the Cu-O bond,
normalized to a fea-
tureless background at
high binding energies
(–1 eV), and symme-
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(p,p) line. The data
acquisition range is
shown within the black
lines. The FS contours shown in (D to F) were compiled from more than four samples for each
composition with photon energies between 16.5 and 28 eV and photon polarizations both parallel to
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ARPES: Shen et al., 
Science 307, 901 
(2005)

in high-Tc materials: 
Electronic spectral 
function is suppressed 
along the BZ face, but 
not along zone diagonal.

Key physics 
dependence on 
momentum around 
Fermi surface, 
Difference of spectral 
function around Fermi 
surface.

Doping dependence of 
region with 
quasiparticles



Question to theory

What can we say about 
spectral functions of interacting 

systems?

…………we will present a potential answer in this talk………

What happens to Kondo physics in non-
equilibrium conditions?

What can we say about non-
equilibrium correlation physics?

Can we make these statements robust and 
reliable? (and what does that even mean?)



Model: Anderson Impurity
Quantum dot coupled to a non-interacting environment (‘leads’ or ‘bath’):

Impurity described by Coulomb 
interaction U, level energies ε0σ.

Leads described by bath dispersion, 
chemical potential, non-interacting.

Coupling of dot to lead via 
‘hybridization strength’ V.

Hbath =
X

↵=L,R

X

p�

("↵p� � µ↵)c
↵†
p�c

↵
p�

Hhyb =
X

↵=L,R

X

p�

V
↵
p�c

↵†
p�d� + h.c.

Hloc =
X

�

"0�n� + Un"n #

left lead dot right lead 

✏0� UV ↵
p�

V ↵
p�

"Lp� � µL "Rp� � µR

How much of the physics on the previous slides can we address with this setup?



CT-QMC out of equilibrium – Motivation for 
modern MC algorithms

Limiting factor with CT-QMC out of equilibrium: Complex sign (phase) problem!

Marco Schiro 
Phys. Rev. B 81, 085126 (2010)

‘bare’ CT-QMC: average sign 
decays exponentially as a function 
of real time.

Hard cutoff in times that can be 
reached, exponential cost for longer 
times

Mühlbacher, Rabani, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 176403 (2008)
Werner, Oka, Millis, Phys. Rev. B 79, 035320 (2009)

B. Charge and spin dynamics in the Anderson model
after a local quantum quench

We start by considering the noninteracting case, the so
called resonant level model with U−=U+=0, which allows
for an exact solution and can be therefore used to benchmark
the algorithm. We consider for this simple resonant level
model a quench of the energy level !dthat we tune from the
on-resonance value !−=0 to the off-resonance one !+!0.
We note that this kind of quench can be realized in optical
absorption experiments with quantum dots, as recently pro-
posed in Ref. 45. In Fig. 6, we plot the real-time dynamics of
the impurity density n!t" for two different quenches, respec-
tively, above and below the on-resonance value !d=0, and
compare the result of diagMC !data points" with the exact
dynamics, which can be obtained using standard methods.49

The excellent agreement with exact results confirms the re-
liability of our numerical approach.

We then move to the interacting case, namely, consider a
local quantum quench in the Anderson model with local
Hamiltonian !49". In Fig. 7 we show the dynamics of the
double occupation D!t"= #n↑!t"n↓!t"$ after a sudden quench
of the local interaction strength U. Two different cases are
considered. In the upper panel of Fig. 7, we start from the
same initial preparation, U−=10", and quench to different
final values of the interaction U+ /"=0,2.5,5 !from top to
bottom". In the lower panel of the same figure, we start from
different initial preparations U− /"=2,4 ,6 !from top to bot-
tom" and quench to the same final state U+=0.

The dynamics at short times, soon after the quench, is
controlled by the initial density matrix as expected on gen-
eral grounds. After a short time scale, tshort%0.1 /", the sys-
tem starts feeling the quench and in fact the curves in the
upper/lower panel start to deviate from/approach to each
other. The time scale controlling the approach to the steady
state is set mainly by 1 /"—without coupling to the bath no
dynamics for the charge would arise at all. However, the final
value of the interaction also affects the dynamics, as one can
see from data in the top panel of Fig. 7. We also compare
these findings with the noninteracting case, where the quench
is performed on the energy level, which is suddenly placed
out of resonance !see lower panel black curve". In this situ-
ation, the dynamics appears much slower than the previous
cases, at least a factor of two. In Fig. 8, the problem of
quenching the impurity energy level is considered for differ-
ent values of the Coulomb repulsion U, starting from a level,
which is initially half-filled. As compared to the noninteract-
ing U=0 case, the effect of interaction is to make the whole
relaxation dynamics much faster and the steady state value
closer to the starting one, resulting in some sense into a less
pronounced deviation from equilibrium. This can be rational-
ized by considering how the density depends, in equilibrium,
on the energy level !see inset": upon increasing the interac-
tion the curve n!!d" becomes flat around !d=0, a signature of
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FIG. 5. !Color online" Average sign as a function of time t for
different initial preparations. We clearly see an exponential decay
on a very short-time scale. Left panel shows data obtained fixing the
final value of the interaction U+=0 and tuning the initial value U
=0,5 ,10. We see a slight increase in the average sign. Right panel
shows the dependence of #̄ from the bandwidth of conduction elec-
trons and suggest that much longer time scales can be reached in the
regime W%".
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FIG. 6. !Color online" Quench dynamics in a Resonant Level
Model after a sudden change of the energy level from !d−=0 to
!d+!0. Dashed lines is the exact solution for n!t" as obtained by a
standard methods. Points are diagMC results obtained at T=0.1".
We also add the dynamics for the trivial case !d+=!d−=0 to show
that unitarity is actually preserved by diagMC.
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FIG. 7. !Color online" Nonequilibrium dynamics of double oc-
cupancy D!t" in the Anderson impurity model after a local quantum
quench of the interaction strength at T=0.1" and particle-hole sym-
metry. In the upper panel we start from an initial state with U−
=10" and a very low double occupation and quench to different
values of U+ /"=0,2.5,5 from top to bottom. In the lower panel,
the opposite protocol is considered, namely, we start from different
values of U− /"=2,4 ,6 from top to bottom and quench to the same
final U+=0. In both cases we see that after a rather short transient
the system relaxes to a new equilibrium state.

MARCO SCHIRÓ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 81, 085126 !2010"

085126-10

Dynamic sign problem:  
direct consequence of oscillation of 
real time propagation

Phys. Rev. B 82, 075109 (2010)

http://prb.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v81/i8/e085126
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v100/i17/e176403
http://prb.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v79/i3/e035320
http://prb.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v82/i7/e075109


Bare Quantum Monte Carlo
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Bold-line Quantum Monte Carlo

t t’

=

+ + +

=

+

+semi-analytic partial 
summation, coupled 
integral equations



Inchworm Quantum Monte Carlo
t t’
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+
t t’t↑

+
t t’t↑

+
t t’
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t t’t↑

Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 266802 (2015)

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.266802


Inchworm Quantum Monte Carlo

Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 266802 (2015)

1 2

3 4

• Build algorithm intrinsically based on causality. 

• Only sample corrections to exact solution at smaller times. 

• Lots of small but interdependent Monte Carlo simulations

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.266802


Runtime Systems

• Standard parallelization scheme: Message 
Passing Interface. Send (or broadcast) 
messages explicitly from node to node.

• Within a box: OpenMP for threading (in 
scientific applications), threading libraries 
(pthreads etc) for general purpose

• Runtime systems for dealing with many 
independent tasks that all have different 
runtimes, different complexities, different data 
dependencies.

• Legion (https://
legion.stanford.edu/) • HPX (High Performance ParalleX) 

https://github.com/STEllAR-GROUP/hpx

https://legion.stanford.edu/
https://legion.stanford.edu/


HPX
• task that needs to be executed 

(e.g. an inchworm run)

• localities to execute it on (all the 
cores on a cluster)

• schedule an asynchronous task

• wait until the job is done

• make tasks dependent on 
earlier tasks… runtime system 
will run them whenever 
resources become available

• automatic distribution to available 
localities is experimental. We use a 
round robin scheme for balancing 
between localities



From bare to bold

1 2 3 4 5 6
t

0.001

0.01

0.1

1
<s

ig
n>

Bold
Bold 3rd order
Bold 4th order
Bold 5th order
Bold 6th order
Hyb

Bold vs bare:

• Sign better by 1 order of magnitude (blue line).
• For same sign: twice longer time accessible (red line).
• If bold expansion is truncated at a fixed order (3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th order): sign problem 

plateau, arbitrarily long times accessible.

current expansion

Phys. Rev. B 82, 075109 (2010) 

http://prb.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v82/i7/e075109


… to inchworm

inchworm vs bare/bold:

• Monte Carlo error plateaus 
as a function of time. That 
means the dynamical sign 
problem has been 
overcome.

• Data available to arbitrary 
time at O(N2) cost.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 266802 (2015)

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.266802


currents

Phys. Rev. B 95, 085144 (2017)

https://journals.aps.org/prb/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevB.95.085144


Extension to Green’s functions and DMFT

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02975


Extension to Green’s functions and DMFT

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02975


self-energies

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02975


long-time extrapolation (linear prediction)

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02975


naive spectral function

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02975


comparison to linear prediction

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02975


Interaction Quench

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)

• Dynamical mean field 
theory

• U=8 -> U=2
• Quench applied at t=10
• starting from thermal 

equilibrium state for U=8

small, the electron is almost entirely localized at a lattice
site and moves only virtually, at short durations compati-
ble with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. On the
other hand, when it is large, the electron can move
throughout the crystal. 

We thus obtain a simple local picture for the competi-
tion between itinerant and localized tendencies underly-
ing the rich phenomena that correlated materials exhibit.
The mapping of the lattice model onto an impurity model—
the basis of the dynamical mean-field theory—simplifies
the spatial dependence of the correlations among electrons
and yet accounts fully for their dynamics—that is, the local
quantum fluctuations missed in static mean-field treat-
ments like the Hartree–Fock approximation. 

Besides its conceptual value of providing a quantum
analog of the classical mean field, the mapping of a lattice
model onto the Anderson impurity model has had great
practical impact. Applications of DMFT have led to a lot of
progress in solving many of the problems inherent to
strongly correlated electron systems, such as the Mott
metal–insulator transition, doping of the Mott insulator,
phase separation, and the competition of spin, charge, and
orbital order. 

The potential for system-specific modeling of materi-
als using DMFT was recognized early on.7 But actual im-
plementation required combining ideas from band theory
and many-body theory.8 Vladimir Anisimov’s group in Eka-
terinburg, Russia, and one of us (Kotliar) first demon-
strated the feasibility of this approach using a simplified
model of a doped three-dimensional Mott insulator, 
La1⊗xSrxTiO3. The electrons in that material are divided
into two sets: weakly correlated electrons, well described
by a local-density approximation (LDA) that models the ki-
netic energy of electron hopping, and strongly correlated
(or more localized) electrons—the titanium d orbitals—
well described using DMFT. The one-body part of the
Hamiltonian is derived from a so-called Kohn–Sham
Hamiltonian. The on-site Coulomb interaction U is then
added onto the heavy d and f orbitals to obtain a model
Hamiltonian. DMFT (or more precisely, “LDA + DMFT”) is
then used to solve that Hamiltonian. 

Just as the Kohn–Sham equations serve as a reference
system from which one can compute the exact density of a

solid, the Anderson impurity model serves as a reference
system from which one can extract the density of states of
the strongly correlated electrons. The parallel between
DFT and DMFT is best seen in the functional approach to
DMFT,9 outlined in box 2. It constructs the free energy of
the system as a function of the total density and the local
Green function. Finding the extrema of the functional
leads to a self-consistent determination of the total energy
and the spectra. These and related efforts to combine
many-body theory with band-structure methods are an ac-
tive area of research.10,11

The metal–insulator transition
How does an electron change from itinerant to localized be-
havior within a solid when a control parameter such as
pressure is varied? The question gets at the heart of the
Mott transition problem, which occurs in materials as var-
ied as vanadium oxide, nickel selenium sulfide, and layered
organic compounds.1,11 Those materials share similar high-
temperature phase diagrams, despite having completely
different crystal structures, orbital degeneracies, and band
structures: In each, a first-order phase transition separates
a high-conductivity phase from a high-resistivity phase. At
low temperatures, in contrast, the materials exhibit very
different ordered phases: Organics are superconducting,
vanadium oxide forms a metallic and an antiferromagnetic
insulating phase, and nickel selenium sulfide forms a broad
region of itinerant antiferromagnetism. 

The Mott transition is central to the problem of mod-
eling strongly correlated electrons because it addresses di-
rectly the competition between kinetic energy and corre-
lation energy—that is, the wavelike and particlelike
character of electrons in the solid. Indeed, systems near
the Mott transition display anomalous properties such as
metallic conductivities smaller than the minimum pre-
dicted within a band picture, unconventional optical con-
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Figure 2. The density of states (DOS) of electrons in a 
material varies as a function of the local Coulomb interac-
tions between them. This series illustrates how the spectral

features—as measured by photoemission or tunneling 
experiments, say—evolve in the dynamical mean-field 

solution of the Hubbard model at zero temperature and
half filling (the same number of electrons as lattice sites).

U is the interaction energy and W is the bandwidth of
noninteracting electrons. (a) For the case in which elec-

trons are entirely independent, the DOS is assumed to
have the form of a half ellipse with the Fermi level EF, lo-
cated in the middle of the band, characteristic of a metal.

(b) In the weakly correlated regime (small U), electrons
can be described as quasiparticles whose DOS still resem-

bles free electrons. The Fermi liquid model accounts for
the narrowing of the peak. (c) In strongly correlated met-

als, the spectrum exhibits a characteristic three-peak struc-
ture: the Hubbard bands, which originate from local

“atomic” excitations and are broadened by the hopping of
electrons away from the atom, and the quasiparticle peak
near the Fermi level. (d) The Mott metal–insulator transi-

tion occurs when the electron interactions are sufficiently
strong to cause the quasiparticle peak to vanish as the

spectral weight of that low-frequency peak is transferred to
the high-frequency Hubbard bands. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02975


emergence of a quasiparticle peak

Phys. Rev. B 96, 155126 (2017)
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Non-equilibrium spectral functions from QMC
Phys. Rev. B 89, 115139 (2014)
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Crossover regime to Kondo
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Kondo non-equilibrium spectral functions
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Kondo non-equilibrium spectral functions
arXiv:1904.11527

Parameters: U/Γ=8 βΓ=2 V/Γ=3 Parameters: U/Γ=8 βΓ=50 V/Γ=1.5

βk ~ 9/Γ
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Probability that the dot occupancy changed by Δn at time t

P is characterized by a generating function:
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knowledge of Z gives access to P, as well as to moments, cumulants, waiting time 
distributions, etc.

Full Counting statistics 
(FCS) aims to 
construct Z and, from 
it, measurable 
properties.
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FIG. 4. Real and imaginary parts of the generating function from
iQMC (left) compared to the exact result (right) at U = 0!, V = 0!,
and β = 50/!.

The σ , σ ′ subscripts denote the two spins. In the cases to
be shown here, the system is initially decoupled from the
leads with the dot in the unoccupied state |0⟩, such that in the
noninteracting calculations, each independent model begins
with an unoccupied dot. The dot-bath coupling is then turned
on at the quench time t0 = 0.

B. QMC results for the noninteracting system

To verify the correctness of the iQMC method, we begin
by performing calculations for the noninteracting case U = 0
and comparing the results with exact results obtained from
the PI-NEGF method. This formalism provides us with an
independent verification of the method: as the iQMC calcu-
lation is based on a hybridization (rather than an interaction)
expansion, the noninteracting case is nontrivial and embodies
a rigorous test of the method’s accuracy [115]. In Fig. 4, we
present the time evolution of Z(λ,t). The two panels on the
left are generated from iQMC, while the two panels on the
right are exact results. As might be expected, Z(λ = 0,t) = 1
is satisfied to within the numerical errors. The following
symmetry relations are also apparent:

Re[Z(λ,t)] = Re[Z(π − λ,t)],

Im[Z(λ,t)] = − Im[Z(π − λ,t)]. (39)

We note that the time evolution of both real and imaginary parts
of Z exhibit monotonic decay towards zero after a transient
time scale on the order of 1/!.

In order to explore the correspondence between the nu-
merical data and the exact result in more detail, we plot a
series of cuts across the data in Fig. 5. Each curve shown here
corresponds to a different value of λ in the interval [− π,π ].
The results from iQMC are shown in solid red, together with
exact data in dashed black. The two sets of curves appear to be
in very good agreement, with slight numerical deviations (on
the order of 1%) in the iQMC results visible at long times.

The introduction of a finite voltage causes the components
of the generating function to strongly oscillate as a function of
time, as shown in Fig. 6. This indicates oscillations in cumu-
lants of all orders, reflecting a universal phenomenon predicted
by Flindt et al. in Ref. [63] and later observed experimentally

FIG. 5. Real and imaginary parts of the generating function from
iQMC (solid red) compared to the exact result (dashed black) at U =
0!, V = 0, and β = 50/!.

[64]. Physically, the introduction of a finite-bias enhances the
short-time “ringing” behavior, as has previously been observed
for the lowest cumulant (the current) [118,130]. As the FCS
in the presence of a voltage bias is substantially richer, it is
instructive to consider a detailed comparison of specific cuts
again (see Fig. 7). Remarkably, it is observable from this figure
(which used less computational resources than Fig. 5) that at
higher voltages it is easier to converge the numerics. This is a
notable property of real-time iQMC [122,131], which makes
its regime of efficient applicability different from that of, e.g.,
low-energy wave-function methods.

Knowledge of the generating functional provides access to
all moments and cumulants in principle, but the numerical
exercise of obtaining them in practice may not be trivial. One
of the main technical difficulties stems from the fact that within
iQMC, the relative error in these data is generally larger at small

FIG. 6. Real and imaginary parts of the generating function from
iQMC (left) compared to the exact result (right) at U = 0!, V = 10!,
and β = 50/!.
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…using the inchworm 
formalism to compute 
the FCS in the non-
interacting case, where 
comparison results are 
available.

For variants of the 
hybridization 
expansion (such as 
this inchworm result), 
the non-interacting 
case is a non-trivial 
test case.
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FIG. 9. Second cumulants of the particle number in the noninter-
acting case U = 0! are shown, as obtained from iQMC. Cumulants
obtained from finite-difference derivatives of ln Z (thick lines) and of
Z (dashed lines) are plotted against the essentially exact benchmark
PI-NEGF logarithmic derivative for "λ = 0.001 (red crosses). The
inverse temperatures are β = 0.4/! (top) and β = 50/! (bottom).

logarithmic derivative, but requires convergence to decreasing
"λ at smaller times when the direct derivative is used. We note
that due to the symmetry of Eq. (39), it is in principle only
necessary to evaluate ln Z(λ,t) at one value of λ to evaluate
both the first and second cumulants. In practice we used λ = 0
and 0.6 to eliminate some of the systematic errors due to the
finite-time discretization.

VI. RESULTS IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERACTIONS

We continue to discuss quantities of physical interest, as
obtained from our calculations. In what follows, we will
show noninteracting results for comparison, which could be
compared to the PI-NEGF data as in the previous section. Such
comparisons were performed and agreement was found, but for
the sake of brevity this is no longer shown from here onwards.
Furthermore, we do not perform the full (and costly) error
analysis needed to rigorously define confidence intervals in
the inchworm algorithm [107,112], but roughly estimate that
numerical errors are on the order of several percent.

A. FCS and shot noise

The FCS in the presence of interactions is shown at two
voltages in Fig. 1, at equilibrium and in the presence of a bias
voltage. At first glance, this looks only subtly different from
the noninteracting results in Figs. 4 and 6. However, these
seemingly small changes in the contour plot encode entirely
different physics. To see this, we will explore some of the
properties that can be derived from the FCS.

First, we study the effect of interactions and temperature on
the noise and Fano factor. Figure 10 shows the evolution of the

FIG. 10. Evolution of C2(t) (upper panel) and the Fano factor
F (t) = C2(t)/C1(t) (lower panel) for voltage V = 1! and initial
condition |0⟩. To the right extreme of the plot, we show the asymptotic
values of these quantities, obtained from linearly fitting the cumulants
at long times. The exact values of the noninteracting noise and Fano
factor from Levitov-Lesovik theory are shown as filled circles.

time-normalized second moment C2(t)/t in the upper panel.
In the lower panel, the population Fano factor F (t) defined
in Eq. (22) is shown, at fixed voltage V = 1! and for the
initially empty dot state. The high- (low-) temperature plots
are shown in red (black), and the interacting (noninteracting)
results are distinguished by solid (dashed) lines. To the right
extreme of the plot, the asymptotic values of the noise and Fano
factor are shown. These were obtained from the coefficient of
a linear fit to the first and second cumulants C1(t) and C2(t),
in accordance with the definition of the steady-state current
and noise defined in Eqs. (20) and (21). In addition, filled
circles mark the Levitov-Lesovik values for the noninteracting
quantum noise and Fano factor, obtained from the standard
Landauer-Büttiker theory [1,10] via Eqs. (37) and (38). We
note that the linear fits (which are not shown here) give reliable
values to within 1% in this case, and in the noninteracting case
are perfectly consistent with the Levitov-Lesovik values. The
quality of the fits improves with the length of time simulated.
In addition, we note that asymptotic values shown to the right
of Fig. 10 are independent of the initial condition.

At high temperatures (red lines), the absolute magnitude of
the noise, and also the Fano factor, is enhanced with respect
to the low-temperature (black lines) case. This is due to the
contribution to the second cumulant of thermal or Nyquist
noise, which vanishes at small values of kBT [1,10]. We note
that at high temperatures there is an asymptotic divergence
between the solid and dashed red curves in the upper panel,
as the noise appears to be suppressed by the presence of
interactions. In the low-temperature case, the interacting shot
noise is enhanced with respect to the noninteracting value, thus,
we observe a crossover from noise suppression to enhancement
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time-normalized second moment C2(t)/t in the upper panel.
In the lower panel, the population Fano factor F (t) defined
in Eq. (22) is shown, at fixed voltage V = 1! and for the
initially empty dot state. The high- (low-) temperature plots
are shown in red (black), and the interacting (noninteracting)
results are distinguished by solid (dashed) lines. To the right
extreme of the plot, the asymptotic values of the noise and Fano
factor are shown. These were obtained from the coefficient of
a linear fit to the first and second cumulants C1(t) and C2(t),
in accordance with the definition of the steady-state current
and noise defined in Eqs. (20) and (21). In addition, filled
circles mark the Levitov-Lesovik values for the noninteracting
quantum noise and Fano factor, obtained from the standard
Landauer-Büttiker theory [1,10] via Eqs. (37) and (38). We
note that the linear fits (which are not shown here) give reliable
values to within 1% in this case, and in the noninteracting case
are perfectly consistent with the Levitov-Lesovik values. The
quality of the fits improves with the length of time simulated.
In addition, we note that asymptotic values shown to the right
of Fig. 10 are independent of the initial condition.

At high temperatures (red lines), the absolute magnitude of
the noise, and also the Fano factor, is enhanced with respect
to the low-temperature (black lines) case. This is due to the
contribution to the second cumulant of thermal or Nyquist
noise, which vanishes at small values of kBT [1,10]. We note
that at high temperatures there is an asymptotic divergence
between the solid and dashed red curves in the upper panel,
as the noise appears to be suppressed by the presence of
interactions. In the low-temperature case, the interacting shot
noise is enhanced with respect to the noninteracting value, thus,
we observe a crossover from noise suppression to enhancement
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FIG. 11. The FPTD W (τ ) at inverse temperature β = 50/# for
U = 0#, at V = 0 (upper) and V = 10# (lower). Insets show the
integral over the data.

as the temperature is reduced. At low temperature, the quantum
noise is mainly attributed to the presence of a finite bias [1,17].
While the thermal-to-shot noise crossover is well described
by scattering theory in the noninteracting case, it is far more
complex in the presence of strong interactions.

The low-temperature data corroborate well-known theo-
retical results by Lesovik [132] and others [133– 135], later
confirmed by experiment [136], that the presence of inelastic
scattering processes in the junction causes excess noise at low
temperatures and finite voltages. In particular, inelastic co-
tunneling processes have been considered, in which electrons
tunnel onto and off the dot simultaneously with the creation of a
virtual dot state. These leave the dot in an excited state, and have
been shown to enhance the noise [97,137,138]. When these
virtual tunnel states involve correlated electrons of opposite
spin, a Kondo singlet is formed [139]. At high temperatures,
the interaction induces Coulomb blockade on the dot, reducing
the number of available transport channels. This suppresses
both the current and the noise, such that the Fano factor takes
a similar value to that in the noninteracting case (lower panel,
red lines). The presence of a large temperature suppresses the
formation of coherent states required for inelastic spin-flip
and cotunneling processes to occur [140– 142]. However, as
the temperature is lowered, we enter the Kondo regime. The
Kondo effect increases the inelastic spin-flip rate and facilitates
spin fluctuations on the dot, enhancing the noise and resulting
in an overall increase in the Fano factor compared to the
noninteracting case (solid black lines in Fig. 10).

B. First-passage time distribution

In Figs. 11 and 12 we plot the FPTD, as defined in Eq. (6), in
the unbiased (V = 0) and biased (V = 10#) cases. The inverse
temperature in all plots is β = 50/#, and the dynamics for four
different initial states of the dot is shown. Note that the initially

FIG. 12. The FPTD W (τ ) at inverse temperature β = 50/# for
U = 8#, at V = 0 (upper) and V = 10# (lower). Insets show the
integral over the data, with the upper inset also containing a result at
higher temperature (dashed line).

half-occupied states |σ ⟩ are collected into the same line (shown
in red), as the particle-hole symmetric parameters ensure their
physical equivalence. Within our data, the two half-filled initial
conditions are indeed identical to within numerical errors (not
shown).

We begin with the noninteracting problem, Fig. 11. Here,
a maximum occurs at #t of order ∼ 1, corresponding to the
most probable first-passage time τfp, i.e., the time at which it
is most likely to measure the first change in the left lead’s
occupation. The first-passage probability decays to zero at
long times, as the likelihood that the first particle transfer
has been detected at very long times becomes vanishingly
small. In the unbiased case (top panel), the effect of initial
condition on the first-passage time distributions is minimal. In
particular, the unoccupied (black) and fully occupied (green)
initial conditions are identical in the presence of particle-hole
symmetry. This is not the case for the biased system (bottom
panel), where electrons are driven out of the left lead. The bias
voltage breaks the symmetry between the left and right leads.
Therefore, since we are examining the FPTD of the left lead,
the symmetry between the doubly occupied and unoccupied
initial states is also broken. As the initial occupation of the
dot increases in going from the |0⟩ to the |σ ⟩ and | ↑↓⟩ states,
the probability density shifts to longer times. A second peak
appears in the distribution, corresponding to the first tunneling
event on the left lead occurring after an electron has traveled
from the dot onto the right lead. This demonstrates an initial
condition-dependent “queuing” effect in the FPTD, which is
reminiscent of classical queuing [143].

The insets of Fig. 11 display the integral over W (τ ), which
by Eq. (5) is equal to the probability 1 − P (0,t) that when
the total charge of the left lead is measured at time t , it has
changed from its initial value. In an unbiased system, the
electron flow across the terminals, as well as the probability
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⇧ (t) ⌘ P (0, t) =

Z ⇡

�⇡
d�Z (�, t) .

<latexit sha1_base64="XhBdgIxCJT9TGqDzDgB/RoUmlbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhBdgIxCJT9TGqDzDgB/RoUmlbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhBdgIxCJT9TGqDzDgB/RoUmlbA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhBdgIxCJT9TGqDzDgB/RoUmlbA=">AAAGJ3ictVTdbtMwFE7HCqOwscElNxbVpFbqQotA/GnSBDdcFomyiaZUjuO2Vp3Ys086StT34Bl4Gq4Q3CDxJhynadXu745ITU6/z+fn8zl2qKWw0Gz+Lm3c2CzfvLV1u3Ln7vbOvd29+x+tSg3jHaakMichtVyKhHdAgOQn2nAah5Ifh+O3jj+ecGOFSj7AVPNeTIeJGAhGAaH+7pegLQLJB1CDwIjhCOoBP03FhLRrzQbUDwORQD87CLSYfc7cO4gpjEycRbNAYpqIBjASidWUcfJpHqkgGouIPgIhlxk/fSUiyUHEfFbp71abfjN/yEWjVRhVr3ja/b3Nb0GkWBrzBJik1nZbTQ29jBoQTGLEILUcyxjTIe+imdCY20Y0EdrmZi/Ld2tG9pGMyEAZ/CVAcnTVOaOxtdM4xJVOqz3POfAyrpvC4EUvE4lOgSdsnmiQSgKKuK0nkTCcgZyiQZkRWDZhI2ooA2zQWhYQ469zQc6SIjTUTLvUGHWGkjhTJm+f9TUWESujsQXDC4ThWlJ2nompGSNmGyEmGxqVJpFtaGWFo93igYCG5mBEr1IJXH6sIqsQsk8sTCV3cqjWKMOqmM8x60BO2YhYPnQNImpAKHFFoKNK1rjHfu5z6GISUpTGG6v/sJKCJsSO1FkeCTuVWDApc3SjYGM14ZibqQgDzhaoOw1LtMAICfIo3Wqrt4RqucC8ZUV1A2Es1MnBwSUcTh3UXxfOy2QsNZNrs12ZZbnW9504MEraa0qzqdbKAK0TmkRX8+Fq3GvCXaFGKjeH+Xb//93LP/lrdbqiCBWSfNyJSAiMOIlFhFfH2lghNF+zHCicYqBsPj3LubpkpNB3cQjWkEMKZHESiP+MnAlUnAV5Eic8s8CpxNM/W6iYYe35XdY6f3NdNDpP/Jd+6/3T6tGb4lLb8h56j7ya1/Kee0feO6/tdTzm/SltlrZLO+Xv5R/ln+Vf86UbpcLngbf2lP/+A6JO9lQ=</latexit>

Phys. Rev. B 97, 115109 (2018)

https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.97.115109


Outlook & Open Questions
Very similar time to DMFT equilibrium, 2005:

suddenly have numerically exact impurity 
solver, can start to ask difficult questions 

Impurity route: transport and correlations, 
quantum dots, noise. Replaces established 
approximate techniques.

Materials route: DMFT, beyond DMFT, 
more physics, multi-band and multi-site

In non-equilibrium, approximate methods 
are often misleading: wrong relaxation 
times, wrong qualitative trends, etc.

Much less intuition/‘universality’ available, 
more materials specificity / experiment 
specificity needed.



Conclusions
Phys. Rev. B 89, 115139 (2014)

http://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.89.115139
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